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THE DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION'OF A COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT'S FACULTY RATING SYSTEM

Peter H. Wood
C/O Educ. Foundations and Inquiry
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohib 43403

Objectives of the Study. -

This study was undertaken to assess the reliabilities and inter-

instrument'correlations that characterize various rating procedures used to

evaluate the faculty of a medium-sized college department. At Bowling GrOtn

State University, the department chairperson is obligated to assess three

dimensions of faculty performance: 1) Teaching; 2) Research and/or

Scholarly Activities; and 3) Service. Results of-these evaluations are

used to determine: 1) Reappointment; 2) Tenure; 3) Promotion; 4) Salary

Increases; and to some degree, 5) Tedcher Assignment.. Several evaluation
. - .

proceduret-have been employed during the past three yeart. This study-
. .

-- -_
..--

represents an analysis of some of the characteristics of these pre,cedures.-

-
Perspective--Theoretical Framework

Reduced rates of college expansion and demands for fair personnel

procedures have caused college administrators to examine their faculty

evaluation procedures and to make them more objective. In the past several!

yearz,.dephrtment chairpersons at Bpsu have: Veen sued .by faculty claiming'

unfair hiring, rerention, or salary policies; been forced to reallocate

faculty lines due to changes in student enrollment; 6,4 been asked by the
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Board of Trustees to institute.a differential, merit-based system of salary

increases. Four years ago, the Educational Foundations (EDFI) Department

at BGSU established a series of committees to investigate faculty evaluatibn

procedures,.

The majority of the departmental procedures that were observed seemed

to be categorizable into one of three types:

I. Non-Empirical -- Administrators and/or selected faculty members

meet in committees to examine vita and make whatever personnel decisions

are required.

II. Empirical-Ratings -- Students, peers, and or others are asked to

rate faculty performance on a set of common scales, and these ratings are

somehow combined with committee or administ.:ative opinions to produce per-7

sonnel decisions.

III. Criteripn-Referenced.-- Specific performance criteria are estab-

lished for inidual faculty; and faculty are evaluated according ,to the

degree to which they meet these criteria.
cz,

This study is a presentation of some of ehe results pruduced by the

ratdngs-procedures characteristic of the Type II (Empirical-Ratings) approach

to faculty evaluation.

Context and Some Limitations
of the Study 0

. Personnel evaluation in a collegial setting--especially in an insti-

tution which faces a potential reduction and/or reallocation of staff--

presents a Nide range of problems._ Each evaluation effort threatens some

of those who are askea to support or contribute to it.. While increased

,experience with evaluative procedures and increased pressures to pro-duce an

objective system create a movement toward a more criterion referenced system,

3



general faculty resistance to evaluation for personnel-decision purposes .

creates a counter force toward atore casual and less objective approach.

Much of the data that is missing from this report is missing because:

1) each year the majority of the departmental faculty were supportive of

7

somewhat different procedures;'2) individual faculty failed to participate

in the generally supported procedures because of various logical or ethiCal

considerations; and 3) some data--especially information related to the

rating responses of individual faculty--were intentionally obliterated to

protect the anonymity of the raters.

The size of the department is small--especially in comparison to the

number of hypotheses which could be generated concerning faculty perceptions

and activities. The rating instruments and procedures fall far short of

perfection since they were ignerated more to reflect the shifting consensus.

of departmental faculty than'to reflect the current State of the psycho-

metric art. Insofar as these measures refilect an Empirical-Ratings stage

of personnel'procedure, one could best describe them a_s "early" or "general"

ratings. With additional experience with ratings use, it is possible that

-
there may be a shift to more.behaviorally-defined ratings ;Scales ard option

-keysprovided-that-there-is a common agreement as-to-those behaviorq which

represent various degrees of teaching, research,ox service performance.

Instruments,' Data,Sources and
Assesament Techniques

p

The three primary,faculty functibns of 1) TeAthing, 2) Research/

Scholarship, and 3) Service cause faculty to interact with different potential

raters of these functions,
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Student Ratings (1974, 1975, 1976): A studd?it rating form2 was

developed and modified over a two-year period. The resulting form caused

students to rate faculty on several dimensions (scholarship, organization/

clarity, interaCtion with group, interaction with individuals, and

enthusiasm)3 to orient them to characteristics ofteff Valued in a teacher.

It then asked students to produce a general assessmenCof: 1) the teacher;

2) the total course experiencei and 3) their own accomPlishment in the course.

The results of the three general questions were averaged to produce the '

student rating score. Twenty'EDFI faculty were rated by their students at

the end of the Winter Quarter, 1974. All EDFI faculty ,used the same form

to produce the student ratings scores fqr 1975 and 1976. The score for

0

1975 was,the total mean score resulting from all student responses to the

three key questions for three separate quarters, Spring 19744 Fall 1974

and Winter'1975. The°1976 scores were similarily created.

Peer Ratings (1974, 1975, 1976): All-faculty of the EDFI Department

. .

were asked to rate all other faculty on the three dtmensions of teaching,
0

research, and service. The 1974 form consisted of three five-point scales

-v
in which the one position was defined as "low" and the five position was

defined as "high." The 1975 and 1976 peer forms asked all faculty to rank

department members from first up io seventh on each6f the'three dimensions.

The form listed several criteria which were considered to be relevant to each

dimension. All peers were given access to all department personnel files

which contained vita, letters of recommendation and other data. Non-ranIced

faculty were automatically assigned the ranking of eight. This ranking
-

procedure resul;ed from faculty complaints that they could.not honestly rank

or rate all department members since they were unknowledgeable4concerning

tl
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the activities of many. .The 1975-76 peer form produced two statistics for

each faculty member on each dimension--the number of times ranked in the

top seven, and the total ranking score (with non-rankings equal to eight).

Chairperson Ratings (1974): In 1974 the chairperson rated all

faculty on the three dimension, five-point.scale used by peers. .There was

no independent chairperson ranking or rating.in 1975 or in 1976.

Committee Ratings (1975): In 1974, a faculty evaluation committee

was created--one member,elected from each of the four departmental ranks

(instructor, assiStant professor, associate professor,'full professor), and

the fifth person chosen by the department chairperson so as to cause both

sexes and all departmental sub-divisiofte to be represented on the committee.

-In 1975, this committee independently examined the vita of all faculty and

---)lere used to orient the committee members to criteria believed to be.rele-'

.-ve positions on each scale were labeled, and several lead-in questions

rated each on five-point scales for teaching, research, And service. The

fa

yd.= to each faculty function. There was no committee rating in 1976.

Visibility.: -Each faculty member was categorized as to visability to

other faculty. Faculty with offices adjecent eo the departmental office
a

were labeled as highly visible 1; faculty with offices on the two main cor-

ridor's near the departmental office were labeled 2 for ale central cortidor

and 3 for the next most ceniral corridor. Taculty in the rear corridor were

labeled 4; faculty on a different floor of the building were labeled 5; and

faculty with offices in another building were labeled as 6 (lease visible to

0

other departmehtal members).

AA' tl
tank: Faculty were also categorized, as tOtheir faculty rank at the

beginning of each of the three years.

Area: Faculty were also characterized as belonging to one of four

6



subdivisions existing within the department.

College Personnel File: Each Spring,;everY department chair is

reqUired to file a "Substantiation for Salary and Promotion Recommendations"

form which present%the salary, contract type, rank and effectiveness rating

for each faculty member of the department. All faculty members were rated by

the chair as to,their Teaching, Research-Service-Scholarship, and University

Service. The labels for the five-point scale use& for this form are:

= Outstanding

2 = Superior

3 = Above Average

4 = Average

5 = Belowliverage.

These ratings were available for the 1973-74 year, the '1974-75 year, and

the 1975-76 year.' Salaries were aVailable for these aame years. The three

ratings for each year were created by the .chairperson,who reorganized the

various'peer and. student ratings thraUgh/use of formulas which shifted

each Year according to faculty or. evaluation_cOmmittee-decisions
.

Analysis of 'Data

The various ratings and faculty categories were compared.through use

_

1

of.bivariate coIrelation analyses--Pearson pro4uct-moment correlation, Spear-

man's rankorder'correlation and Kendall's rank order correlation (Used

when there were many tied ranks). .Aatings procedures were analyied for relia-

bility via analysis of variance. Ratings and area, rank and visibility

identifications,were examined via an analysis of variance with area or rank

or ,visibility identification,functioning as the independent variables.
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College Personnel File ratings were created by the department chair

for each faculty member for the'acadcmic years of 1973-74, 1974-75, 19,75-76.

Although the formulas used to produce thesexatings varied from year to year,

each was created primarily ffom some combination of peer and student ratings.

Tbe studPnt ratings were blended with peer ratings to produce the Teaching

scores but.not the Research/Scholarelip or UniversitY Service scores. The

pattern of Pearson product-moment correlationcoeffiCients seems to indicate

,

that: 1) the Teacher ratings are relatively consistent across the three

0
years--as are most of the Resparch/Scholafship.and ,pervice ratings; 2) the

Teacher ratings are generally unrelated to the Researgh/Scholarship and

Service ratings; but 3) the Research/Scholarship and Service ratings are quite

closely associated with each other.

TABLE 1 1

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN YEARLY RATINGS OF THREE FACULTY
FUNCTIONS: TEACHING (T), RESEARCH/SCHOLARSHIP (R),

SERVICE (5), (N = 26 to 24)!

1 2 3 4' 5 6 7 8

T 1. 1974

.T 2. 1975

T 3.1976

62

68 72

, -1D

R 4. 1974 08* 26 07

R 5. 1975 -08 37* 12 69 s

R. 6. 1976 -12 15 24* 27 62

S 7. 1974

S 8. 1975

S. 9. 1976

08*. -05 a 05' 64* 55 39

-06 321* 20 62 74* 50

09 50 39* 48 29 09*.

55

25 69

Notes: Correlation cqeffictent decimal pOints have been removed.
Underlined coefficients reflect a common function across years.

*These correlations reflect a common year but not a common,function.
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The Evaluation of the Teaching Function produced the most varied types of

ratings. In the 1973-74 year, taaching was rated by 18 of the 24 members of

the department; by studerts (for only one term, Winter 1974); and by the

department chair. During the following year (1974-75): most peers indicated

their rankings (from one to seven) of the best teachers; the five members of

the evaluation committee rated all faculty cn a five point scale; and three

quarters of stddent ratings were added to the pool. The same (1974-75) peer

ratings and student ratings of teaching were again employed icn the.1975-76

academic year: *

TABLE 2

tORRELATIONS BETWEEN'PFER, CHAIR, EVALUATION
COMMITTEE, AND STUDENT RATINGS OF TEACHING:

1974 to 1976. (N = 19 to 26) r

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Student '74

2. Student '75 , 30

3. Student 76

4. Peer '74 64 13 44

5. Peer '75 39 -12 13 67
.1

6. Peer '76 35 18 33 43 76

7. Chair '74 40 -30 2 63 55 37

8. Committee '75' 38 09 44 70 63 60 68

4

Notes: Correlation coefficient decimal points have been removed.
Underlined coefficients-reflect a common type of rater.
All scales have been converted t,) reflect a similar direction.

The consistency af stIldent ratings across itthe three years waS not Very impres-
,

sive. The Peer ratings of teachipg appear to be somewhat more consistePt
t

acrossthe three years even though different procedures and forms were .used

to elicit them during the first year. The committee-peer, committee-chair
*

0



and peer-chair ratings are similar to the other peer ratings: The relation-
.

ships between peer and student ratings for two of the three years is

similar in nature Eo the consistency of student ratings across years--hardly

impressive.

Some 3f the-:low correlations presented in TableS 1 and 2 may be partly

attributed to a real inconsistency in the beginning performances of faculty

new to the department-vor inconsistency in the'way that other faculty per-

ceive their performance.4 When the data associated with the newer faculty--

those entering the department after 1971--are removed frcm the analyses,

two new'tables are dreateri. 0

TABLE 3

0 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN YEARLY RATINGS OF THREE FACULTY 6
FUNCTIONS: TEACHING (T), RESEARCH/SCHOLARSHIP (R),

SERVICE (S) OF PRE-I972 FACULTY (N=17 to 20)

2 .4 5 8

T. 1. 1974 °

T. 2. 1975 69 =

T 3. 1976 69 68

R 4. 1974

R 5.0. 1975

R 6. 1976

24* 20 15

-05 31* 05 65

- 23 -13 -12* 40 65

,

S 7. 1974 0221( -06 05 61* 55 53

S 8. 1975 02 28* 07 52 75* 44 52

S 9. 1976 13 43 29* 39 25 -05* 23 71'

Notes: Correlation coefficient decimal paints have been removed.
/ Underlinelsorrelations reflect a common function across years.

. *These correlations reflect a common year but not a common function.

10
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TABLE 4

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PEER, CHAIR, EVALUATION
COMMITTEE, AND STUDENT RATINGS OF TEACHING:

OF PRE-1972 FACULTY (N=16 to 20) o

. 1 2 . 3

1: Student"74

2. Student '75

3. Student '76
,

4. 'Peer '74
..

5. Peer '75

6. .Peer '76

7. Chair '74

8. .Cbmmittee '75

. .....

.65

71
r-,

27.

.02

.36

35

20

39

-03

17

18

40

64

76

53.

60

60

61

4 5 6 '7

P

0

75

48 74

72 72 54

as 69 61. 67

Notes: Correlation coefficient decimal points fiave been removea
Underlined coefficients reflect a common type of rater.
All scales have been conmetted-to reflect a. similar direction.

Comparisers between Tables 1 and 3 seem to indicate that eliminating the

data from newer faculty has little effect upon tne resulting correlations

among the college ratings. A similar comparison between Tables 2 and 4

does seem to indicate some change. The three-year Ccnsistency of.the stu -

dent ratings improves as does the apparent relationship between the student

ratings of. the first year the department used a commonJorm (1974) and che

Various peer/committee/chair ratings cn'that and subsequent years. 'The'

Peer Ratings'of the three major faculty functions are presented in

Table 5.

Some tentative conclusions'could be developed from the correlation

patterns presente in Table N.3.) tbe size of the correlations between the

same year's ra5ngs/rankings of the three different faculty functions may be

decreasing as faculty gain experience with identifying and evaluating



TABLE 5

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PEER RATINGS OF TEACHING (T),

RESEARCH/SCHPLARSHIP (R), AND SERVICE (S):

1974 TO 1976 (N = 23 to 26)

6

Peer 1. T '74

Peir 2 R 174 5.6(54)._

Peer 3i S. '74 44(43) 78(77)

26(34) 03(11).

Comm 51:75 70(68) .52(48) 30(28). 66(68)

.Peei 6 R
t75

10(30)Q. '52(2).::'.....65(65) '42(41) 30)

Conn. 7 R '75 36(34, 11(64) 71(70) 35(36) 54(49):: y8(78)

Peer. 8 S 18(18)

Comm 9 S .'75. 26(21)

Peer 10 T '76 . , 43(48)

Peer UR '76 -07(-21)

Peer 12 S 76 04(01)

62(62). 35(35) 34(36) 28(28): 41.(.43) 40(36

_75(72) ( 4 9 ) 28(34 48(43) 60(57) '65(63) 81(84),

01(04) '27(27) .78(74) 60(61) 13(12) :10,(05), '06(08) 08(09)

20(26) 35(53) 18(24) 31(08) 39(3.9) 49(54) -01(0'5)}6(11) 32(31).

39(38) ,07(05) 36(.32)' .28(22) 32(25) 30(23). 84(84) *74) 23(22) 02(13)

:Notes.. 'Correlatioh decimal pointsiave been iemoved. ,

Underlined coefficients reflect 'a cOmmon, rating function.

All scales have .heen converted to reflect a similar direCtion.

Coeffigentsii_parenthasisHiSiesali 4 pos faculty eliminated.
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evidences of these functions; the Research/Scholarship and the Service

functions were not cleArlyjlif-terentiated by peers during the first two

years of peer eyaluation) 'removing the data reflecting the new faculty

seemed to have little effect'upon the peer-rating/ranking correlation matrix;

and 4) correlations ar&-iSight for any one function across more than one
, ,

year. Any df these possible trends would have to persist for several more

years before they could be described as being more than heuristic hypotheses....

There are two ways of obtaining peer rankings when you ask peers to

rank the best seven departmental members as to effectiveness. The.peer

rankings in Tables 2, 4 and 5 were obtained by adding up all of the ranklygs

for each faculty member. If.a faculty member was not.ranked in the top seVen

faculty members--arwas not ranked because another faculty member did not

' participate in the ranking procedure--a ranking of eight was assigned to the

faculty,member being evaluated. This ranking of eight was added to the

other rankings--if any. Consequently colleagues not ranked by anyone'(even

by themselves) were credited.,with a peer ranking score of 208 (26 faculty

members in 19/ times 8 = 208). The lawest (best) ranking one could achieve

was a value of 26--if all 26 faculty ranked you as first. The actual range

of scores was:

1975 Peer Teaching: 151 to 208, mean = 189.3, s.d. = 18.0

1975 Peer Research: 131 to 208, mean = 189.5, s.d. = 18.5

1975 Peer Service: 119 to 208, Mean = 189.8, s.d. = 21.9

1976 Peer Teaching: 156 to 240, mean = 218.9, s.d. = 19.1

-1976PeerResearch:".2175 to 240, mean = 219.3, s.d. = 15.6

1976.Peer Service:V 13.5 to 240, mean =.21.8.2, s.d. = 22.0

As is obvious fram the scores, while 26 faculty were members in the

department for the Spring ranking of 1975, thirty.faculty could have
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o

participated in the next year's ranking (1976).- Due to a committee decision

to maintain anonymity of the rankers, the 1976 data was destroyed as soon as

rank sums were created. Therefore,.there is no additional data for the 1976

peer rankings.

The other effectiveness measure created by this-ranking procedure.
a

.is the number of times a tolleague was ranked in the top.seven for one of

'the three faculty functions. The Pearson Product-Moment correlations

between these two numbers--a suni ranking'with nonrankings equal to eight,

and the number.,of times rankedwas -.96, -.98, and -.94 respectively for

9

Teaching, Research/Scholaiship,4hd Servite. .In 1975, twenty-one of the

twenty-six faculty were tanked in the top seven as teacher's, and twenty-

three of twenty-six were ranked for Research/Scholarship, and for Service.

Peer Ratings may reflect bias of various sorts. The department is

subdivided into four separate areas, and area-identification may influence

ratings. Different faculty joined the department at ckifferent ftmes, and

grOups entering during similar periods may form cohorts which influence peer
_

_

ratings. Office locations may influence peer-interaction and so influence

peer ratings. Unfortunately, peer ratings are anonymous, and the rater

characteristics are not available for investigatien. However, the character-

istics of-the-ra e leers way be -compare wiLh L1Le±r-rati1gb. ALly dibLuvered

relationships may reflect bias--or they may reflect a reasonable and logical

relationship with performance levels. Table 6 presents some of the relation-

ships between ratings or rankings and area, year jOined department, and

office location.

15
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TABLE 6

,RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STUDENT (S), PEER (P) AND COMMITTEE (C)

RATINGS AND AREA, YEAR ENTERING DEPARTMENT,

AND OFFICE LOCATIOF

AREA

Rating/ Source (df) Eta2

YEAR

(df) Eta2

P Teaching '74

P Research. '74

1.25

.52

,P Service '74 2.0

S Teaching' '74 .33

P Teaching '75 1.71

C Teaching '75 .53

P Research '75 70.

(3,18)

(3,18)

(3,18)

(3,14)

(3,21)

(3,21)

,(3,21)

C Research ,I75 .98.(3,21)

Service '75 .39 (3,21)

C Service '75 .32 (3,21)

P Teaching '76 1.55 (3,20)

P Research '76 .60 (3,20)

P Service '76 .51 (3,20)

S Teaching 176 2.29 (3,21)

..17 1.75

.08 .62

;25 .72

.07 1.19

.20 2.96.

.07 1.37

.09 .88

.12 1.29

.05 .67

.04 .63

49 3.89

.08 1.24

.07 .35

.25 .66

Notii: "F" is the ANOVA "1" ratio of mean squares. ,

"r" is the Kendall correlation coefficieni.-

lisziagelleenr
0

I I "

(13,9) .71

(13,9) .48

(13,9) .51

(10,8) .60

(14,11) .79

(14,11) .64

(14,11) .53

OFFICE

r F .(df) Eta2

,-.03 2.40 (5,17) .41

-.20 1.42 (5,17) .29

-.08 1.14 (5,17) .25

-.22 .68 (4,14) .16

-.05 10.46 (5,20) .72

.02 3.39 (5,20) .46

.11 2.56 (5,20), .39

.08 1.78 (5,20) .31

.12 2.36 (5,20) .37

.13 2.84 (5,20) .42

.00 3.41 (5,19) .47

.06 1.19 (5,19) .24

.07 .76 (5,19) .17

-.20 1.00 (5,19) .21

(14,11) .62

(14,11) .46

(14,11) .44

(13,11) .82

(13,11) .59 ,

(13,11) .29

(14,10) .48

'?

r

44**

.10

.19

.09

,58***

.37

.37**

.29 ,

.34**

.14

I

37**

.21

23

-.05

**Correlationtcoefficient is significant beyond the .01 level,

***Correlation coefficient is significant beyond the .001 level.

a

16
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The data presented in Table 6 can be interpreted as an.indication that

office location--or visibility to Other faculty--might bias peer ratings of

teaching in favor of those faculty which have offices in ateas which are more

centrally located within the distribution.of departmental offices. Visibility

may also influence peer ratings of research and service. There are faint hints

tat: 1) the Veer ranking approach used in 1975 and 1976 may be more-open to

visibility bipi:Land 2) experience with ranking of peers may,reduce this

ivisibilitY7 bias. Student ratingeof teaching seem_relatively unrelated to..

offiOe location and to area identification but are slightly related to the.year

that faculty began teaching in the department--with the pore experienced

teachers eliciting elightly higher ratings. Some of this relationship- maY be

related to the increased powei to teach graduate students Or preferred classes

that may be gained with longevity within the department.

Data concerning ingtrument reliabilities is now being collected. Table 7-presents some of the data collected from some of the procedures. \The
_

bility" figure was deriv 11 n . e betwcen

teachers and the mean sum of squaree;,within each teachet's ratings Or rankings.
-t

The formula used is: the rellability_estimate_(r) 5

.- The popularity of the departmental evaluation system seemed to be rela-'

y low. The:p -e-pprint--61-197 (all fa:ulty

rate all, other faculty) was voted-out in the fall of 1974. The peer ranking

system used in 1975 and in 1976 haa yet to be Voted out of use, 'bUt.a depart-

mentaI:vote in 1975 caused the separate rating by.the elected, five person,
, , .

Faculty Evaluation Committte to be eliminated. The most recent departmental

vote was quite strongly in favor of increasing the participation of the
. 41.

departmental chair in the evaluation of faculty. The same departmental vote
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TABLE 7
4-

RELIABILITY ESTIMATES OF VARIOUS DEPARTMENTAL
RATING AND-RANKING PROCEDURES

Student Ratings: Fall 1974

Peer Ratings, '74 Teaching

Peer Ratings, '74 Service

Peer Ratings, '74 Research

Fac. Eval. Committee Ratings, '75 Teaching

Fac. Eval. Committee RatingS, '75 Service

Fac. Eval. Committee Ratings, '75 Research

-Peer Rankings, '75 Teaching '75

Peer Rankings, '75 Service '75

Peer Rankings,--'75 Research '75

1St

Estimate of
Reliability

(r=(F-1)/F)5

Number
of

Raters
Anova

F Ratio

1609 13.00 .92

20 2.61 .62

20 2.71 ,G3

2.68 .63

5 3.83 .74

5 6.31 .84

5 5.08 .80

18 4.64 .78

5.61 .82

18 5.54 .82

was also in favor of reducing-the weight-of_the peer rankings and of increasing
-

the weight given to student ratiws of-teaching. For the past-four years, the

university has requested colleges,and departments to provide sdmd sort of

_ evidence that faculty merit was being identified and rewarded at the depart...-___

mental level. Much of the previously described effort was in partial response

to this request. A reduction in.univeraity pressure might easily result in an,

'elimination of all peer or student ratings or rankings--at least fortenured'

faculty,wh..),sre not within one year, of promotion.

Conclusions
e

When the number of analyses exceed the number of subjectS, any conclu-

sions Must'be regarded with considerable caution. The following conclusions

theraore are categorized as: (i). Tentative; arid (II) Very Tentative.:-

I.

L 19
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I. Tentative conclusions:

1) Student ratings of teaching do not parallel faculty ratings or ra kings

of teaching--possibly because different criteria are applied by ea

group;

2) Student ratings of teaching are relatively stable across a three year
0

periodfor experienced faculty;

3) Peer ratings or rankings of teaching are also relatively stable-if
4

less so that student ratings-.-but may be influenced by non-teaching-
,

related variables such as faculty "visibility";

4) Peer ranking syst6ths which permit peers to rank only the "better" faculty

are preferred by faculty to any system which requires faculty totate.

or rank all faculty of a 20 to 30 person ,department;

Such peer ranking may produce ranking.with a consistency (reliability?)

at least as good ,as that characterizing an "all rate all" system;

6) A peer commitiee may produce ratings which are similar in nature to

the rankings produced by an entire department.

II. Some of the more tentative conclusions are:

1). Faculty with little experience in ratiag or ranking their colleagues may

find it difficult to differentiate betweensthe different faculty

funCtions whiCh are broadly labe/ed Teiching; Research/Scholarship;

and Service;

`2) Rater or ranker ability-to differentiate between these different

tLçons may improve'with increased experience;

3) The iritial publication cf student ratingi of teaching--or anTother

indication o effectiveness--may influence faculty evaluations of

teaching (or-othe functions) for several successive years; and

NQ
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4) The instution Of a formal, faculty evaluation system1,4111 stimulate

many faculty to develOp a 'wide variety IV metho s byI4hich they can
,

Inform ather faculty aboUt an.incredible variety of previously un-

heralded activities. This last camment-is not supported by the data

already pregent, but is belieyed to be true b-,3, -..ost members of the

department.

21 -
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NOtes/References

1. guion, Hutchinson, Klein, Statz and Wood have just completed
a year-long_survey of.BGSU faculty attitudes toware the
evaluation of faculty. The preliminary results seem to
indicate that the majority of faculty are generally in
.opposition to external evaluation of their efforts. 'A

surprising result was that students were preferred to peers
and chairpersons as evaluators of teaching.performance.
This report is as yet unpublished, but will be submitted
to ERIC in the near future.

2. The student rating form used in this study is presented in
the appendix of this report., The first five questions were

.

'adapted from the general factor titles developed by Hildebrand,
Wilson and Dienst and reported in their Evaluating University
Teaching '(Center for Research,and Development in Higher
Education, University qf California, Berkeley, 52 pages,
umdated). The questilns actually used to prodiAce an evalua-
tion of the teacher's classroom effectiveness are the three
Very general, judgemental questionsWhich follow the first
five Berkeley-derived, orienting questions.

. In general, those correlation coefficients larger than .39
tend to .be significantly different from zero at the :05 level,
those higher than .:40 at ale .01 level, and those higher than
.7 at the Aor level. kl.though levels of. significance vary
slightly dile to changes in numbei of cases, these figm'es
provide a useful and general rule of thumb for all of the-
correlations'used in'this report.,

Research by Sullivan and Skanes (validity of student
evaluations of teaching and the characteristics of success-
ful instructors, Journal of Educational Psychology, 1974,
66 pages,. 584-590) has provided evidence of the lack of
consistency of the student ratings'of relatively inewppri-
eaced teachers. Unpublished w6rk at BGSU.with the ratings
and student test scores of graduate-assistant teachers has
also indicated it considerable lack of consistency of graduate-
assiFtant teachers froth term to term.

5. Winer, J., Statistical Principles in Experimental Desim,
Second Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company,..1971,qaages 283-
287.
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APPENDIX

Page A2.o2 this appendix is a copy of.the lettet sent to all depart-

v

mental faculty to introduce the 1975 peer ranking system. Page A3 presents

the criteria for each faculty function to beranked. Pages A4 to A7 present

the student rating instrument and its direction sheet.

The-rating procedure used in the.Spring of 1974 and the Faculty EValu-

_ ation Committee (1975) rating procedures were similar in that all faculty and

the five FEC 'members were provided with.a list Of all.faculty and a name fot

the three faculty functions (Teaching, neeearch/Scholarship,\Service) and were,

asked to rate each faculty member on a 1 to 5 scale with "5" representing

superior or excellent function and "1" representing poor performance.

ta

,

sa"
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DEFT] Bow lir

g
rreen State University

April 29, 1975

MEMORANDUM

TO: EDFI Faculty

FROM: EDFI Faculty Evaluation Committee

Department of Editcational
Foundations & Inquiry

'Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(419) 372-0151 ext. 322

RE: Peer Tnput to Faculty Evaluation

After considerable.discussion,'the EDFI Faculty Evaluation'ComMittee has
decided that peer input is an important--and unique--scurce of information'
relative to:decisions boncerning EDFI faculty. The peer input procedure
used last year--everyone rate everyone--has too many obvious logical and
psychometric disadvantages. Thd system in which qach faculty member asks'
several peers to provide ratingd,recommendations also has many disadvantages.

third approadh combines simplicity with psychometric and logical reason-
ableness--while 'still producing a type of peer opinion likely to be a;
valuable suppllment to student ratings, chairnerson ratings and-committee
Opinion. .

Our department is ,J.o 14.rge and its members' interests and accompliihments
ace so.diveise-thac it is unreasonable to believe' that all of us are
awar of the contributions and strengths of all meMbers. However, pur
fiti are making valuable'contributions ift the a'eas,of TEACHING and/or-
RELL1ARCH and/or SERVICE, and these contributions--:many-Tof which lire not
adequately represented in vita or known to all of usare-known to some of
theircolleagues. This knowledge can be transmuted into input to FEC
decisions via the following colleague-perception-of-cantribution system.
Each of the following three pages provides a set of questions and/or
statements whichapartially define one of the three areas of academic
contributionTeaching, Research/Production, and Service. Each page also
contains a list of EDFT faculty. Faculty members are asked ta:

(1) decide upon their own definition of teaching (or research or.

_

(2)- indicate'which facii3TEy- member ---to_icnowledge--best exemplified
this definitioh during the past year;

(3) indicate this person by writing the-number "1" in the spa-Cemext_
to that person's name;

(4) indicate oho is the next best eiemplar of their de finition by
placing a number "2"; and

(5) continue thid procedure until a minimum of two faculty and'al7
. maximum number of seven faculty are-ranked on each of ;he three
areas of contribution (facUlty, of course, may nominate themselves
,In the position that they consider most appropriate).

Faculty resumes for most (many) fac ulty are available in the departmental
office for those whowish to view thek. Please return these fOrms to
Cathy Long next week -- May 5 to May 9.

2 4
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TEACHING

4 E ectiveness in stimulatitt students.to learn
owledge of tontent area

3), 'Effectiveness in sharing teching competencies with colleagues
4) lEfforts to improve teaching effectiveness
5) Effectiveness in advliftment
6) Supervision of thesis, dissertation, and/or independent study
7) Development of innovative courses or programs.-

*

SCHOLARLY OR CREATIVE EFFORTS
(Publications, Programs, Research)

1

1) Has the necessary Competencies td produce scholarly or creative &forts
2) .Develops proposals, publicationqh papers, programs, presentations

-3) SIgn;i,ficant in'influente on faculty, organizations, school systems,
programs . . .

4) Improves the quality and quintity of,scholarly creative fforts by
interactibn With other facultyattendance:.at workshops or professional,
meetings, extensive reading.. . .

Functions as a consultant : -

-SERVICE
.

.:. i

) Is an active and valuable.contributor to uniyersity committees.or
grbnps (at the area, department, college, and/or university or state.
level) ,.-

2) Provides service to.peers and colleagues
z1

3) Is an active and valuable contributorto professional associations
4) Provides profeSsional public service beyond this campus 40 assist.other

universities,, colleges, schools, agenCies, companieS---(nbt including"-. .

"good citizenship" activities performed in_ the capacity of a concerned
citizen in church, youth groups, etc.) - _

, 5 Has receiyed special awards and/or recognition for professional service.
-

a
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STUMM DESCUTTION'OF TEACTING

TC,aTEE TEACEE1
- .

-Thank. you for.uSing the STUDENT DESOZETTON 07.-TEACEENG. Tor each class, you :ell
need:
-7' (1) class quantities of the questionnai-=;

(2). class quantities of.the nia )533 answer she5m, and.
(3) one copy of this forn co be commleted by the teacher of each section.

.

.

The procedure !or form use involves:

(1)
beem.mins

.(2)

board;

(3)

the class

(4)
forms and
handl, all

giving the forms, and answer sheets (and some penCils) to a student. ...-"-,..
of a. class -period (WT NOT. DURING'TEE EINAL EZ1M); .....

writing you= name, COU:Sa.r.2me and number', end section nuMber on the bladk-
-. Olig

. .
.

._ . .

leaviotthe rocrewhile one stZdent reads'the directions to the class,..and ,..'completes the form;
adding your'daia sheet (on the4hic3 of this page) to'thcstac)t .of
answer sheets,.. and asking astzdent to .mail*(campliS Mail).or return (byfox* to: Cathy.Long, Dept. 7.07t, BGSTI .(529 Education.Buil 1)Y 7

. .

dte

We have begmn the use of am optimally scanned answer sheet in order t avoid the three:
weeiCktypunching dtelzy that we faced in the past, Since weir"?' sC --and will ber:able to use the process computer programs developed last tern, we hoOe to be able to

.recurn.the results early enough to be of use to you !or your zest t rm's classes.4

A. note abOut the'forn:

. 2age 1. .questions 1 tol.represent the general.teacher. ''ties-most frequently..dhosen es characteriStic of-"good
teaChets"-bVEGSU.students-,-and 1:17.6illigestUdents.'.

years-of student ratings reseatch..'. Questions 6-9 are very:,general questiotMreflecting the'student-verceived ef!ectiVeness of'the-tlasS. ,Sinci-a Sumner./ of.such:
general questions.may be the moseTappropitategeneral,mAasure of student-:perceiyed.
classroom:teaching success (since it is not reflective of,any parricular.prescribed ..model of the"."idealP.teacher), we define "teacher ratire;..as the meanstore derived.
'frOm questions 6, 7 and a.

Some of the other queitions.on-page-I'repreiii-E
those student and clasS charac-

teriStics_w4ch-inay-taithe ratings.to be biased Upwardor.dcwnward., We'ara investiga-_---Tting the generalProblem related io the fairnessof compering. large and .small classes,undergra4uate.and graduate cleSses, etc.... A. few of c4ese.other questions' relate to --coutse clarity Or:dilliculty'and shonld be of interest t'lmost faCUlty.,
,

2ack page.' The questions on the bACk page are intended to Supply.tha teacher.with-mOre specific information about the class. .Ifyou wiih to elininate,any (o,e17.7.11-of.these questions, 4o sci by'imclue.4mg r.his request in-the directions to be read to
.your- Class or.by not printing che back page when you reproduce the forn.. If youwish to add-your-own. questions, do so 'by haying your student pasi then.oUt. e:rith the'forn and:modify-the.directions to indicate this -- or'by printing them on theback page of the form in piaCe'ofours. 7.! you use our questions, ;lease use .ourmumbers.'.,

?lease start nuniberinsyour ovn questionsif different from ours---with =her
-1 144 and. finish.with :umber 70 so thaz-anw.iers to you; ow= questions 1 not becomeconfused with those of other teachers who use cur O.uestions.

We Will process.and :et= all. data as,soon aspossihle.

_


